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Abstract. Following Plotkin’s Structural Operational Semantics (SOS) principles, execution semantics for Domain-Specific Modeling Languages (DSMLs) can be specified as a set of guarded rewrite rules. The emergence of modern highly-parallel platforms calls for DSMLs where concurrency is a first-order concept (Concurrency-aware DSMLs). In SOS, the concurrency model is encoded either in the rule structure representing the execution context (making it costly to execute), in the internal states of the guards (making it difficult to analyze) or implicitly inherited from the meta-language used (making it implementation-dependent). Some languages, such as Erlang or Akka, make explicit the concurrency model and how it triggers the concurrency agnostic atomic rules. But concurrency often depends on the results of those rules, e.g. in conditional statements, which raises the need for an explicit and unambiguous way to specify the communication between the rewrite rules and the concurrency model. We propose a dedicated meta-language to specify how the model of concurrency of a DSML is conditioned by the results of rewrite rules and illustrate our approach on fUML.
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1 Introduction

Software-intensive systems evolve in heterogeneous environments (including distributed or parallelized environments) where the implementations of concurrency and communication concerns can vary greatly. Moreover, these systems are usually designed by various stakeholders, whose particular expertise can
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be capitalized in eXecutable Domain-Specific Modeling Languages (xDSMLs). Concurrency-aware xDSMLs make explicit the Model of Concurrency and Communication (MoCC), which favors adaptability to various possible execution environments and eases reasoning about the concurrency of an xDSML. This paper focuses on dealing with language constructs whose semantics depend on runtime data from the domain of the xDSML, e.g. in Conditional Statements where the branch taken depends on the result of the evaluation of a guard.

Traditionally, the operational semantics of an xDSML can be defined by following Plotkin's Structural Operational Semantics (SOS) approach [22], which consists in defining the behavioral semantics of a language as a set of inference rules specifying the semantics of the concepts from the Abstract Syntax (AS) of the xDSML. Concurrency in SOS is encoded either in the rule structure representing the execution context (making it costly to execute as each step can modify the whole term that must then be wholly analyzed to decide the next step), in the internal states of the guards (for instance when a guard depends on data modified by another SOS rule, making it difficult to analyze as full arithmetic is too expressive) or implicitly inherited from the meta-language used to define the rewrite rules (thus making it implementation-dependent).

Currently, language workbenches [18, 24] used to specify and implement xDSMLs provide meta-languages with an implicit model of concurrency that is imposed to the xDSMLs. Therefore, the first step towards Concurrency-aware xDSMLs is to capture the MoCC using an appropriate meta-language [11]. The SOS is thus split in a concurrent part, the MoCC, and atomic SOS rules. The MoCC is used to define a partial ordering of the atomic SOS rules describing the semantics of the concepts in the AS of the xDSML. But the concurrency of an xDSML often depends on data from the domain, i.e. on the conclusions of previously-executed atomic SOS rules. For instance, a Conditional Statement is a language construct which consists in evaluating a condition and in executing one of the branches depending on the result of the evaluation of the condition. The MoCC is not able to define a partial ordering of the SOS rules that depends on such data. Therefore, a communication must be specified between the MoCC and the atomic SOS rules so that the right branch is executed. Our contribution consists in a dedicated meta-language to specify this communication and its integration in the GEMOC Studio[4] for validation purposes.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in Sect. 2 we present the xDSML that we will use to illustrate our approach. Section 3 presents background knowledge on the architecture of a Concurrency-aware xDSML and its application to the illustrative xDSML. In Sect. 4 we identify how to specify the communication between the MoCC and the atomic SOS rules. Section 5 details our implementation and its application on the example and discusses the advantages of our approach. Section 6 presents related work. Finally, Sect. 7 concludes and proposes perspectives for future work.

2 Illustrative Example

The Foundational Subset for Executable UML Models (fUML) [29] is an executable subset of UML which specifies the behavioral semantics for Activity Diagrams. An excerpt of its AS is given in Fig. 1. For the sake of simplicity, we restrain ourselves to the classes present in this excerpt and we model a Behavior as a String. At runtime, fUML ActivityNodes can create, consume, transfer or duplicate tokens (depending on their role) which may be either control tokens (representing the passing of control along a ControlFlow edge) or object tokens (representing the passing of data along an ObjectFlow edge).

Our focus is on DecisionNode (in red on Fig 1): it is a kind of ControlNode for which outgoing ActivityEdges must have a guard expression (ValueSpecification). The semantics of DecisionNode is given in English on page 371 of the UML Superstructure Specification. Executing a DecisionNode consists in evaluating the guards of its outgoing edges in an unspecified order and propagating the execution on one of the edges whose guard is evaluated to true. Note that in fUML, a DecisionNode always represents an exclusive choice, so even if several outgoing edges are possible, only one will be executed.

We take the example of an activity that consists in determining what to drink at a coffee break. We want to drink coffee or tea if they are available; else, we want to drink water. Figure 2 gives a fUML model of this activity.

In this example, execution starts at the InitialNode on the left. Then the ExecutableNode “Check Table for Drinks” returns the list of available drinks from the table through an OutputPin. The DecisionNode then passes this list to the guard of each outgoing ActivityEdge. The guard evaluates to true if the list of drinks contains the specified drink, thus leading to one of the Executable
Fig. 2. fUML activity modelling the determination of what to drink based on what is available on the table

Nodes “Drink Coffee” if coffee is available, “Drink Tea” if tea is available, “Drink Water” otherwise. The MergeNode brings together the three exclusive branches, after which we have finished our drinking activity (hence the FinalNode).

3 Background on the Architecture of a Concurrency-aware xDSML and its Runtime

This paper extends previous work done in [8] by Combemale et al. In this section, we present the elements from [8] upon which we will build our contribution in Sect. 4. We illustrate each concept on fUML.

3.1 Design of a Concurrency-aware xDSML

The architecture of a Concurrency-aware xDSML as illustrated by Fig. 3 comprises 5 Language Aspects. The Abstract Syntax captures the syntactic concepts of the domain and their relationships. An excerpt from the AS of fUML was given on Fig. 1. The semantic mapping between the AS and the Semantic Domain of the xDSML is implemented by the 4 other Language Aspects. First, the Domain-Specific Actions (DSA) represent the runtime state (Execution Data, ED) and the atomic operations (Execution Functions, EFs) of the domain. Some of the Execution Functions consist in modifying the ED of the model during the execution, e.g. executing an ActivityNode modifies the tokens held by its incoming and/or outgoing ActivityEdges. These EFs correspond to the conclusions of atomic SOS rules. Other EFs consist in retrieving information from the model, either about the model itself (e.g. the list of tokens held by an ActivityEdge), or computed based on data from the model (e.g. the boolean result of the evaluation of the guard of an ActivityEdge). These EFs correspond to the premises of the atomic SOS rules. In the context of this paper, we will use the data returned by these EFs to condition the rest of the execution, so we denominate them as the Feedback Values. The DSA of fUML are shown on Fig. 4 as a metamodel extending the AS: the classes ControlToken and ObjectToken extend the abstract class Token. ObjectToken holds some piece of data.
available through the \texttt{get()} operation. An \texttt{ActivityEdge} holds a list of Tokens and provides the \texttt{evaluate()} operation to evaluate its guard. An \texttt{ActivityNode} provides the \texttt{execute()} operation to implement its execution.

Second, the Model of Concurrency and Communication defines a partial ordering on \textit{MoccEvents} using \textit{MoccConstraints}. MoccEvents are mapped to AS concepts by the MoCC2AS Mapping, which makes the MoCC reusable for different languages. MoccEvents represent \textit{when} something is scheduled to happen on
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\caption{Fig. 3. Architecture of the Language Aspects constituting a Concurrency-Aware xDSML, and their counterparts at the Model Level (M1)}
\end{figure}
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\caption{Fig. 4. The Domain-Specific Actions of fUML}
\end{figure}
the associated AS concept. MoccConstraints are scheduling constraints between these events, defining for instance whether or not two events may happen concurrently. The ordering between MoccEvents is partial, there can be an indefinite number of event occurrences between two other ones. For instance, a Precedence constraint between two MoccEvents $A$ and $B$ ensures that the $n^{th}$ occurrence of $A$ happens before the $n^{th}$ occurrence of $B$, but it does not mean that every occurrence of $A$ is followed immediately by an occurrence of $B$. For fUML, the MoCC contains 4 MoccEvents: mocc\_executeNode, mapped to ActivityNode of the AS to schedule when a node is to be executed; mocc\_evaluateGuard mapped to ActivityEdge to schedule when the guard of an edge must be evaluated; mocc\_doExecuteTarget and mocc\_doNotExecuteTarget also mapped to ActivityEdge to represent whether or not the target of an ActivityEdge must be executed after having evaluated its guard. The MoccConstraints consist in the following. The execution of the source of any ActivityEdge must be done before the execution of its target. The evaluation of the guard of an ActivityEdge must lead to a result which is exclusively mocc\_doExecuteTarget or mocc\_doNotExecuteTarget. Executing a DecisionNode triggers the concurrent evaluation of all the guards of its outgoing ActivityEdges. Only one of the outgoing branches of a DecisionNode can be taken therefore there is an exclusion between the mocc\_doExecuteTarget of the outgoing ActivityEdges.

Finally, the Domain-Specific Events (DSE) bridge the gap between the DSA and the MoCC by specifying a 1-to-1 mapping between some of the MoccEvents and the Execution Functions. For fUML, the Domain-Specific Event Execute ActivityNode maps the MoccEvent mocc\_evaluateGuard to the Execution Function ActivityEdge.evaluate() and EvaluateGuard maps mocc\_executeNode to ActivityNode.execute().

3.2 Runtime of a Concurrency-aware xDSML

The Language Aspects depend on the AS so their counterparts at the model level (M1) depend on the Model, as shown in the lower part of Fig. 3. First, the Execution Model (EM) is the result of the compilation of the MoCC and MoCC2AS using the model (1 on Fig. 3). It defines MoccEvent instances in the context of the Model’s elements (depending on the MoCC2AS Mapping). It also specifies a partial ordering between MoccEvent instances thanks to MoccConstraints. The EM is interpreted by the Solver. When asked, the Solver provides the set of the next possible Scheduling Solutions. A Scheduling Solution is composed of occurrences of MoccEvent instances. Second, the Operationable Model (OpM) is the result of the compilation of the DSA using the model (2 on Fig. 3). It defines the data which represent the execution state of the model (Execution Data instances) and the atomic SOS operations available on this model (Execution Functions instances). The OpM is interpreted by the DSA Executor, which provides a mechanism to dynamically execute an Execution Function instance of the OpM. Finally, the MSE Specification, where MSE stands for Model Specific Event (instance of Domain-Specific Event), is the result of the compilation of the DSE with the EM and the OpM (3 on Fig. 3). It specifies the mapping between
Fig. 5. The four steps to conduct one step of execution of a model conforming to a Concurrency-aware xDSML

the MoccEvent instances from the EM and the Execution Function instances of the OpM. Its interpreter is called the Matching Engine.

The Solver, DSA Executor and Matching Engine are coordinated together by the Execution Engine. The Execution Engine provides a number of pre-defined Scheduling Policies to select one Scheduling Solution among the set of possible ones returned by the Solver. In particular, one of them consists in asking the end-user to choose, allowing for step-by-step execution of the model. Figure 5 shows the 4 steps required to implement one execution step. 1) the Solver produces a set of possible Scheduling Solutions (representing the allowed futures) based on the constraints in the Execution Model. 2) the Scheduling Policy selects one Scheduling Solution among the possible ones. 3) the Matching Engine matches the corresponding Model-Specific Event occurrences for this step using the MSE Specification and returns the Execution Function instances they are mapped to. Since not every MoccEvent is mapped to an Execution Function by a DSE, not every MoccEvent instance is mapped to an Execution Function instance. 4) the DSA Executor executes the Execution Function instances in the OpM. This results in either some Execution Data being modified (for instance, executing the InitialNode creates a ControlToken on its outgoing ActivityEdge), or some Feedback Value being returned (when evaluating the guard of an ActivityEdge).

3.3 Shortcomings of the current approach

When a language construct like DecisionNode depends on a Feedback Value such as the result of the evaluation of the guards, there is a need for a DSA→MoCC communication which we call the Feedback Mechanism. In [8], the focus was
placed on the MoCC→DSE and DSE→DSA mappings. The DSA→MoCC communication was identified but not specified or implemented. Currently, the return values of the executed EF instances are not used, and the Scheduling Policy used by the Execution Engine implements an arbitrary choice between the outgoing branches of the DecisionNode. We propose in this paper a dedicated meta-language to specify how to use the Feedback Value so that the Scheduling Policy can only select Scheduling Solutions compatible with the Feedback Value and its integration in the GEMOC Studio for validation purposes.

4 Contribution

Our contribution overview is given in Fig. 6. Its elements are labelled in red with bolder borders. The three steps to implement the Feedback Mechanism are visible on Fig. 6 and described below. 1) the Feedback Value returned by an Execution Function instance is transmitted to the MSE Occurrence that originally triggered that Execution Function instance. 2) the Feedback Interpreter interprets a new specification called the Feedback Specification using the Feedback Value. The Feedback Specification contains the Feedback Policy associated to every Model-Specific Event whose associated Execution Function instance returns a value. The Feedback Policy of an MSE specifies how to transform the Feedback Value returned by its Execution Function instance into a set of Feedback Constraints. 3) the Feedback Constraints are used by a new entity called the Scheduling Filter placed between the Solver and the Scheduling Policy. The role of the Scheduling Filter is to remove, among the Scheduling Solutions returned by the Solver, the ones that are not compatible with the Feedback Value. For instance if the guard of an ActivityEdge evaluates to false, it will remove the Scheduling Solutions that have occurrences of mocc_doExecuteTarget, and therefore the target of that edge cannot be executed. In our approach, the Feedback Specification is specified at the language level, so Domain-Specific Events can have a Feedback Policy only if the Execution Function they trigger returns a value. In the rest of this section, we describe the Abstract Syntax and the semantics of the meta-language used to specify the Feedback Specification.

4.1 Abstract Syntax of the meta-language

The AS of the meta-language used to specify the Feedback Specification is given in Fig. 7. A Feedback Policy is composed of Feedback Rules. Each Rule is composed of a Feedback Filter and a Feedback Consequence. A Filter is a predicate on the return type of the Execution Function referenced by the associated Domain-Specific Event. A Consequence is a reference to a MoccEvent. Every Policy must also have a default Rule which has no Filter.

4.2 Semantics of the meta-language

When considering a Feedback Value, a Feedback Policy transmits it to all of its Feedback Rules (except for the default one), which transmit it to their re-
spective Feedback Filter. Each filter is executed against the Feedback Value to determine if the associated Feedback Consequence must be applied. If none of the Feedback Rules is triggered by the Feedback Value, the default Feedback Rule of the Feedback Policy must be triggered. After this first phase, there is at least one Feedback Consequence to apply: either a list of Feedback Consequences whose associated Feedback Filter was validated by the Feedback Value, or the default one (the Feedback Value did not validate any of the Feedback Filters). For instance, evaluating the guard of an ActivityEdge returns a boolean value. If this value is 'true', then the consequence is that the corresponding MoccEvent mocc_doExecuteTarget may have an occurrence (and implicitly, that

Fig. 6. Global view of the Feedback Mechanism (DSA→DSE→MoCC Communication)

Fig. 7. Excerpt from the MetaModel of the meta-language to specify the Feedback Policies
mocc_doNotExecuteTarget may not, since they are in exclusion). This will result in an occurrence of the DSE ExecuteActivityNode for the target of this edge, which is what is expected when a guard returns true. If the Feedback Value is 'false', then the default rule is that mocc_doNotExecuteTarget may have an occurrence (and implicitly that mocc_doExecuteTarget may not) which means that the target of this edge will not be executed. The role of the default Feedback Rule is similar to that of the 'default' case or of the 'else' branch of conditional statements in General-purpose Programming Languages (GPLs). Having a default Feedback Rule is necessary because there may be an indefinite number of Scheduling Solutions between two occurrences of events, therefore relying on an event not occurring is not possible. The absence of consequence to a Feedback Value (for instance if all the guards return 'false', none of the branches is executed) must thus be modelled explicitly as a MoccEvent, which is what the Feedback Consequence of the default Feedback Rule represents.

Once the Feedback Consequences to apply have been determined, they are transformed into Feedback Constraints used as input by the Scheduling Filter. They specify which Scheduling Solutions must be removed from the set of possible ones provided by the Solver. The Filter keeps these constraints until one of the Solutions selected by the Scheduling Policy includes an occurrence of at least one of the Feedback Consequences to apply. For instance, the Filter removes all the Solutions with occurrences of mocc_doNotExecuteTarget for edges whose guard evaluated to true. Thus, either the next selected Solution has an occurrence of mocc_doExecuteTarget for one of these edges, and the Constraints can be removed (the data-dependent part of the conditional statement has been implemented); or not, in which case the Constraints remain in the Filter. This is due to the fact that, in our approach, there may be an indefinite number of steps between a cause (evaluating the guard of an ActivityEdge) and its consequence (mocc_doExecuteTarget). There may also be several Solutions even after the Filter has been applied. For instance, if both Tea and Coffee are available on the table, it is the Policy that implements the decision to choose between the two. Were DecisionNode not an exclusive selection, there would be a third option consisting in drinking both.

These semantics are based on a prerequisite: the MoccEvents referenced by the Feedback Consequences must not have occurrences outside of the context of the Feedback Mechanism. This is enforced by construction via an idiomatic construction in the MoCC Language. These MoccEvents only represent the decision resulting from a Feedback Value (executing one branch or another) so their occurrences cannot be as a consequence from another MoccEvent. As a consequence, these MoccEvents cannot be mapped to Domain-Specific Events. For instance, selecting one of the outgoing branches of a DecisionNode has nothing to do with the nodes on this branch. This is why the Domain-Specific Event ExecuteActivityNode is mapped to the MoccEvent mocc_executeNode and not to mocc_doExecuteTarget. Instead, there are causality constraints between mocc_doExecuteTarget and mocc_executeNode so that every occurrence of the first one causes an occurrence of the second one.
5 Implementation and Evaluation

Our contribution has been implemented in the GEMOC Studio, based on previous work done in [9, 8]. It is integrated in the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [15] to benefit from its large ecosystem.

5.1 Implementation

Abstract Syntax. We rely on Ecore, a meta-language at the heart of EMF [15] implementing EMOF [30], the OMG standard meta-meta-model for Model-Driven Engineering, for specifying the Abstract Syntax of an xDSML. The associated Static Semantics are usually expressed in terms of OCL invariants [31]. Figure 1 shows the Ecore MetaModel of our fUML implementation.

Domain-Specific Actions. We rely on the Kermeta 3 Action Language (K3AL) [14], built on top of xTend [6] to implement the Execution Data as a set of classes, attributes and references aspectized onto a metaclass of the AS and the Execution Functions as operation implementations aspectized onto a metaclass of the AS. An excerpt of the Domain-Specific Actions for fUML was given on Fig. 4 as a MetaModel extending the AS of fUML (the implementation of the Execution Functions were not shown in this figure). K3AL, just like xTend, compiles into Java Bytecode and provides a DSA Executor which uses the Java Reflection API in order to dynamically execute Execution Functions.

Model of Concurrency and Communication and MoCC2AS Mapping. To specify the MoCC, we use MoCCML [11], a declarative meta-language designed to express constraints between events which can be capitalized into libraries agnostic of any AS. The mapping between the MoCC and the AS is defined with the Event Constraint Language (ECL) [12], an extension of OCL which allows the definition of events for concepts from the AS (MoccEvents), and the instantiation of MoCCML Constraints over these events (MoccConstraints). ECL is compiled to a Clock Constraint Specification Language (CCSL) [25] model interpreted by the TimeSquare [13] tool.

Domain-Specific Events and Feedback Specification. As the meta-language from Sect. 4 is at the same level as the DSE, the same language is used to specify the DSE and the Feedback Specification. Our implementation is called the Gemoc Events Language (GEL). It allows the declaration of Domain-Specific Events implementing the mapping between a MoccEvent defined in ECL and an Execution Function whose signature given in the AS of the xDSML is implemented in K3AL. Figure 8 gives an example of the GEL Concrete Syntax (defined using xText [6]) and the links between the Concrete and Abstract Syntaxes shown on Fig. 7. The Domain-Specific Event ExecuteActivityNode has occur-
Fig. 8. The ExecuteActivityNode Domain-Specific Event defined using GEL

Fig. 9. The Domain-Specific Event EvaluateGuard and its Feedback Policy defined using GEL

5.2 Evaluation

In our approach, the MoCC specifies that all the outgoing branches of a Decision Node can be executed after the DecisionNode, and that only one of them will actually happen (in exclusion with the other ones). Thanks to our contribution, the Scheduling Filter (using the Feedback Constraints) removes the possibility to execute any branch whose guard evaluated to false. This is illustrated in the lower half of Fig. 10. Later on, the Scheduling Policy is able to select which one of the legitimately possible branches is executed. Note that the relations

Fig. 10. The Domain-Specific Event EvaluateGuard and its Feedback Policy defined using GEL
between the different branches depend only on the MoCC (exclusion in the case of DecisionNode). We could implement conditional statements with more complex branching strategies. For instance, the difference between DecisionNode and the Switch Statement of a GPL is that there is no order of evaluation of the guards, unlike in most GPLs where the first possible case is executed; and there is no possible fallthrough, unlike in many GPLs (C, Java, ... as opposed to Pascal or Ruby). Such variations could be implemented by specifying the right constraints (for example, a precedence relation between the evaluations of the guards) between the MoccEvents. Without our contribution, the only way to implement conditional statements would be to specify in the MoCC that all outgoing branches must be executed, e.g. that the three ExecutableNodes “Drink Coffee”, “Drink Tea” and “Drink Water” must be executed. The exclusive selection would be implemented by storing the Feedback Value into the Execution Data and adding a check at the beginning of the Execution Function implementation to ensure that the guard has evaluated to true and that no other choice has been taken yet (should several guards evaluate to true, only one of the outgoing branches can be taken). This is illustrated in the upper-half of Fig. 10. In that case, the MoCC would not be an accurate model of the concurrency because the causality between the evaluation of a guard and its consequences are not modelled: all the possible consequences must be executed, and the analysis of the result of the guard is done in the Execution Function implementations. The exclusion between the outgoing branches of the DecisionNode would also not be visible in the MoCC, but instead would be encoded in the EF implementations. Moreover, the MoCC would not be able to know which of the branches was really executed, so the next Scheduling Solutions it would...
provide would consist in proceeding with the execution on all the branches, so all the other EFs would need to start by checking if they can really be executed. Ultimately, the MoCC would end up spread all over the EF implementations. This breaks the purpose of the MoCC as a first-order concept for the concurrency of an xDSML. Our approach maintains the strict separation of concerns between the MoCC and the DSA of an xDSML.

6 Related Work

Theoretical computer science has studied and formalized models of concurrency for a long time now, establishing well-known concepts such as Petri Nets \cite{28,22}, Process Algebras \cite{21,27,26}, Agha’s Actor Model \cite{1} and its implementations in Erlang \cite{4} or in Scala \cite{19}. Some tools allow the design of multi-paradigm systems based on models of concurrency, such as Ptolemy \cite{7,17}, ModHel’X \cite{20}, or Metropolis \cite{5}, but they lack the support for DSL design. DSL editors, usually called Language Workbenches, \cite{18} such as Metacase’s MetaEdit+ \cite{36}, JetBrains’s MPS \cite{37}, Microsoft’s DSL Tools \cite{16}, Spoofax \cite{23}, Rascal \cite{24}, Whole Platform \cite{33}, Itemis’ xText/xBase \cite{16} do not provide an explicit model of the concurrency of the semantics of the DSLs created. Instead, the implicit model of concurrency is usually the one used by the hosting platform or language. Our approach aims at providing a Language Workbench with the tools to define the explicit model of concurrency used by the created DSL. Implementing conditional statements when the control flow is loosely coupled to the data has been a problem for other communities. Event-driven programming such as promoted by node.js \cite{35} usually uses a form of Callback, inspired from the Continuation-passing style of programming \cite{2}. This can lead to a complicated programming style commonly known as “Callback hell” \cite{3}, where the control flow is spread all over the code. This is one of the many reasons for the development of languages or libraries based on the Actor Model \cite{1}, such as Erlang \cite{4} or Scala’s Akka actors \cite{19}. In our approach, since the model of concurrency is concretized in the MoCC, analyzing and reasoning about it is not an issue, at the cost of having to specify the communication between the MoCC and the DSA.

7 Conclusion and Perspectives

Most languages rely heavily on the use of data-dependent constructs such as conditionals or conditional-based constructs, therefore being able to implement them in Concurrency-aware xDSMLs is an important feature. Implementing these constructs was intricate previously \cite{8} and led to an inaccurate Model of Concurrency and Communication and complex Domain-Specific Actions. Using our approach, it is possible to implement such language constructs while keeping the concurrency concern entirely in the MoCC and the Execution Functions and Execution Data simpler. In fUML, DecisionNode represents an unordered exclusive selection, but it is possible to implement more advanced data-dependent constructs such as a Switch Statement with fallthrough or a Switch Statement with
parallel branches (equivalent to a Fork with guards on the outgoing branches). Our approach, validated in the GEMOC language workbench, can be implemented in other existing language workbenches, as long as they provide the adequate meta-languages for the Language Aspects presented in Sect. 3. In this paper we have considered the Execution Functions as atomic synchronous operations which modify the Execution Data or return data from the model. But we have identified the need for composite Execution Functions, for instance in order to be able to implement xDSMLs whose semantics are defined recursively; and the need for asynchronous Execution Functions, for example in the case where the expression of a Conditional Statement takes a long time to compute. These issues raise a lot of concerns with regards to the MoCC and the handling of data (arguments and exceptions) between the Execution Functions. Future works target solutions to these issues.
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